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In this report I consider the cosmology of KK gravitinos in models with extra dimensions, in
particular in connection with the known non–standard high energy regime of expansion which is
associated with them. The main result is that the production of such KK modes, once one considers
BBN constraints on the allowed entropy released in their decays, is not compatible with non–
standard expansion after inflation: there is no five–dimensional Planck mass for which the produced
KK gravitinos are safe with respect to BBN. This conclusion holds for both flat and warped models
in which only gravity propagates in the full spacetime. This report is based on the work [1] in
collaboration with my colleague Cosimo Bambi.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of overproduction of gravitinos, the su-
persymmetric partner of the graviton, is a long–standing
one in cosmology [2]. The gravitino interacts very weakly
with ordinary matter, its coupling being gravitationally
suppressed, and this makes it a long living particle which
is never in thermal equilibrium after inflation.
An unstable gravitino lighter than about 10 TeV de-
cays after the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the
entropy injected into the plasma can cause photodissoci-
ation of the light elements, altering their abundances [3].
Hence the requirement of a successful BBN severely con-
strains the produced amount of gravitinos.
If gravitinos are much heavier, their decay products
are not dangerous for primordial nuclei since they harm-
lessly decay before BBN; however, if R–parity is a good
symmetry their decay will produce a non–thermal abun-
dance of light SUSY particles, either the lightest stable
one (LSP), or some other particle which will later decay
into it. The present day energy density stored in LSP
as dark matter is constrained by cosmological observa-
tions [4]. A similar scenario holds for a light gravitino,
lighter than about 100 GeV, which, if it is the LSP as
it is likely is the case, must (at least) not overclose the
universe. These considerations lead to an upper limit on
the temperature at which thermal equilibrium had been
established (usually referred to as the reheating temper-
ature TR), this limit being around 10
3 ÷ 106 TeV, de-
pending on the model [3, 4].
Of course this picture is drastically modified in super-
symmetric extra dimensional models [5, 6, 7], in which
case one or more KK towers of gravitinos have to be
taken into account: it is expected that these extra states
will more seriously constrain the allowed maximum tem-
perature reached in the early universe. Furthermore, in
braneworlds, where all of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) particles are forced to live on
a brane, while (super)gravity is effectively five dimen-
sional, the Friedman equation contains extra terms [8],
which modify the standard cosmological expansion and
consequently the picture of gravitino production. Here I
report the most important results obtained in [1] in this
context, especially concerning the cosmology of such KK
states during non–standard expansion regime.
II. THE GRAVITINO PROBLEM
Gravitinos are produced in several different ways, ther-
mally and non–thermally. Thermal production [9] in-
volves either inelastic scattering processes of thermalised
particles, or decays of supersymmetric particles. For
the reason explained later, this last mechanism is unin-
teresting in braneworld cosmology. Non–thermal mech-
anisms [10] include perturbative and non–perturbative
production by means of inflaton decay, or some other
scalar fields (moduli, dilaton, radion), which is strongly
model dependent, and is not treated here. The last op-
tion is gravitational particle production, which, for the
brane cosmology scenario, is discussed in [11].
The zero mode gravitino abundance is usually ex-
pressed in terms of the gravitino number density to the
entropy density ratio as
Y 03/2(T ) =
n03/2(T )
s(T )
. (1)
Here s(T ) = (2pi2/45)g∗ST
3 and g∗S is the number of
“entropic” degrees of freedom, and T is the temperature
of the system.
The Boltzmann equation for the process under exami-
nation leads to the abundance of the thermally produced
particles
d
dT
Y 03/2 = −
s〈σv〉Y 2rad
HT
, (2)
where Yrad is the equilibrium number density to en-
tropy density ratio for relativistic particles, and 〈σv〉
parametrises the thermally averaged cross section for the
process under scrutiny. H is the Hubble parameter which
in standard cosmology isH = (ρ/3M24 )
1/2, where ρ is the
energy density of the universe and M4 = 2.4 · 10
15TeV is
the reduced four dimensional Planck mass. In the radia-
tion dominated epoch of the early universe ρ ∝ T 4.
2Integrating this equation one finds the well known [3]
expression for the abundance at the BBN (given that the
zero mode is not too heavy and thus survives at least till
T ≃ 1 MeV)
Y 03/2 = 1.9 · 10
−19
(
1 +
m˜2
3m03/2
2
) (
TR
TeV
)
, (3)
where m˜ is the gluino mass, assumed to be below the
reheating temperature.
A. The 4D gravitino problem
Since the primordial gravitino abundance (3) is propor-
tional to the reheating temperature, cosmological con-
straints on Y 03/2 translate into upper bounds on TR and
hence on the inflationary model. If the gravitino is stable,
its energy density today must not overclose the universe.
In particular, it must not exceed the dark matter energy
density. This puts a bound on TR only for m3/2 & 1
keV. On the other hand, if the gravitino is unstable its
decay products can alter BBN predictions and/or the
CMBR spectrum. The resulting constraint depends on
several unknown parameters, such as gravitino lifetime
and branching ratio. The details are given in [1, 3].
For instance, in the typical case where the gravitino is
not the LSP and m3/2 ∼ 100 GeV÷1 TeV, the reheating
temperature must be
TR . 10
5 − 108 GeV (4)
and several inflationary models have to be rejected or
strongly fine–tuned, their typical energy scales being
around the Planck or GUT scales.
B. The 5D solution
So far only the standard cosmological expansion law
has been considered. However, if we happened to live on
a four dimensional Friedman–Robertson–Walker hyper-
surface (the brane), embedded in an extra dimensional
spacetime, the early universe would admit an epoch of
non–standard expansion [8]. Several such models have
been built in the last few years, the (representative) ones
which are dealt with here being the ADD [12] and RS [13]
models, which involve flat and warped extra dimensions
respectively. These models show a peculiar feature when
their cosmology is investigated. Although the details are
model–dependent, the typical and general resulting effect
is that the Friedmann equation shows a different high–
energy behaviour of this kind [8]:
H2 =
ρ
3M24
(
1 +
ρ
2λ
)
, (5)
where λ is the tension of the brane, which is related to
the five dimensional Planck mass as λ = 6M65/M
2
4 . This
equation says that at high energy densities the expansion
of the universe was much faster than at later times, and
went as T 4 instead of T 2, together with the unknown
parameter M5: the smaller M5 the faster the expansion.
At this point it is convenient to define a “transition”
temperature T∗ from standard cosmology to brane one,
which can be extracted from ρ = 2λ [14]
T 2
∗
=
(
360
pi2 g∗
)1/2
M35
M4
, (6)
where g∗ = g∗(T ) counts the relativistic degrees of free-
dom at a given temperature T . If the dominant com-
ponent of the universe is not radiation then this “tem-
perature” approximately means the fourth root of the
energy density, and parametrises the epoch at which the
transition occurs.
The new expansion law needs to be taken into account
when the amount of gravitino produced in the early uni-
verse is calculated, that is, (5) has to be plugged into
(2). Under the assumptions that TR ≫ T∗ and T∗ ≫ T ,
and that the extra dimension does not change the cou-
pling of the gravitino zero mode to the matter residing
on the brane, instead of (3) the abundance at the BBN
is approximately given by [14]
Y 03/2 = 3.5 · 10
−19
(
1 +
m˜2
3m03/2
2
) (
T∗
TeV
)
. (7)
The main point here is that the constraints on TR need
now to be imposed on ∼ 2T∗, and thus on the unknown
five dimensional mass scale, while allowing for any re-
heating temperature after inflation, as high as we wish.
This would of course be very good news, if it were not
for the fact that, as we will see in a minute, extension
of the analysis to the full spectrum of KK modes leads
to a much worse (although somewhat model–dependent)
situation.
III. SUSY AND EXTRA DIMENSIONS
Supersymmetry and supergravity in the context of ex-
tra dimensions has been investigated by several authors,
primarily in connection with supersymmetry breaking by
means of extra dimensional mechanisms [5, 6, 7]. The
main reason of interest on these models revolves around
superstring theory, for it requires both supersymmetry
and extra dimensions, although the path from such low–
energy models and the full underlying string theory is far
from being crystal clear. The cosmology of these mod-
els has not been studied yet, and, while it is expected
that the well known main features of brane cosmology
still hold, even relevant modifications could arise, pri-
marily due to extra field in the bulk (the gravitino) and
model–dependent orbifolding boundary conditions. This
possibility is not explored further here, as the following
analysis is readily extended to other cosmologies.
3Here I will shortly report the important formulas which
are needed in the calculations, while I refer to the original
paper [1] for the detailed calculations.
A. Flat bulk
In this model the bulk spacetime is flat and contains
only gravitons and gravitinos. In considering the non–
standard expansion epoch only the model with one extra
dimension is analysed, since in this case the modified
Friedmann equation (5) holds, whereas little is known
for the general case.
The mass for each state can be expressed as1 [5]
mn = m0 +
n
R
. (8)
Here R is the size of the extra dimension, while m0
is the zeroth mass, which can be either fixed by the ex-
tra dimensional parameters (this is the case if SUGRA
is broken thanks to a mechanism which relies on the ex-
tra dimensions themselves), or not [5]. Since there is no
agreement on the way supergravity is broken, the zero
mode mass will be taken as a free parameter. That spec-
ified, the mass gap between two nearby states is given
by
∆m =
1
R
=
2piM35
M24
=
(
pi4g∗
90
)1/2
T 2
∗
M4
. (9)
Coming to the coupling constants, the situation is
tricky and highly model dependent. In this report I will
be using the standard parametrisation for the cross sec-
tion extracted from (3), where of course the n–th KK
gravitino mass mn has to be taken into account, however
see [1] for more details.
B. Warped bulk
The second model to be dealt with is the warped one.
Now a five dimensional cosmological constant resides in
the bulk, which makes it an AdS5 spacetime. Once again,
the Friedmann equation receives a high–energy correction
as in (5).
The mass spectrum is discrete, the KK modes masses
being given by the following formula
mn = m0 + kxne
−pikR , (10)
where xn is a solution of J1(xn) = 0 (J1 is the BesselJ
function of the first kind), k is the AdS5 curvature
k =
M35
M24
(
1− e−2pikR
)
, (11)
1 Henceforth the n–th KK gravitino mass will be just mn.
and R parametrises the size of the extra dimension. In
this case as well, the mass splitting is independent on the
way SUSY is broken, as it follows directly from the extra
dimensional setup [13, 15]. The mass gap reads
∆m = ke−pikR (xn − xn−1) ≃ 3ke
−pikR
=
(
pi2g∗
40
)1/2
1− e−2pikR
epikR
T 2
∗
M4
≡
(
pi2g∗
40
)1/2
F (kR)
T 2
∗
M4
, (12)
where F (kR) is defined by the last equality.
The coupling constants will again be taken to be the
usual ones, and I will only consider a single KK tower
of gravitinos, while in the actual scenario it is likely that
two or more towers have to be taken into account. How-
ever, since N = 1 D = 4 SUGRA already forbids non–
standard expansion, it is not necessary to consider other
supergravities: they would make the picture even worse,
see [1].
IV. THE 5D GRAVITINO PROBLEM
REVISITED
Gravitinos are initially produced during a high temper-
ature era. The total abundance for a given KK mode is
computed by integrating (2), where the n–th mode mass
has to be taken into account. The upper limit for the
integral is the highest temperature reached in the early
universe for which the relativistic plasma was in thermal
equilibrium; the lower limit is the temperature at which
thermal production stops, which, for each mode, is ap-
proximately equal to its mass.
The abundance generated so far remains constant, ex-
cept for some small jumps in the total entropy density,
until it is time for these gravitinos to decay. If the ex-
pansion always followed the standard Friedmann law, the
number density to entropy density ratio for the n–th
gravitino mode at the BBN would be
Y n3/2 = 1.9 · 10
−19
(
1 +
m˜2
3m2n
) (
1−
mn
TR
)(
TR
TeV
)
.(13)
At this point both the zero mass and the mass gap are
unspecified, hence, the calculation of the total amount
of gravitinos could involve either an integral over the
relevant range of masses, which is from n = 0 to n =
(TR −m0)/∆m ≃ TR/∆m, or a summation over them.
In the continuum limit, for standard cosmological expan-
sion, the result is (notice that the continuum approxima-
4tion might not be always valid [1]),
Y tot3/2 ≃ 10
−19
(
TR
TeV
)
{
TR
∆m
+
+
2m˜2
3∆m2
∆m
m0
(
1 +
m0
TR
ln
m0
m0 + TR
)
}
≃ 10−19
(
TR
TeV
)
{
TR
∆m
+
2m˜2
3∆m2
∆m
m0
} . (14)
The history of these gravitinos is in principle very com-
plicated as it strongly depend upon their masses and
couplings, but it is reasonable to consider the follow-
ing approximation [1]. The KK gravitino tower could
be split into four “bands”, keeping in mind that the
lightest band may not exist if the zero mode is heavy
enough. The first band consists of the modes for which2
mn < mNLSP : once produced they will remain as non–
thermal relics. If there are direct transitions between
KK modes only those for which their lifetime is longer
than the age of the Universe contribute to the dark mat-
ter today, but their abundance is fed by the decays of
heavier modes. It will be seen that these light modes are
not going to be very relevant, though. The second band
is that for which m(N)LSP < mn < mMAX ≃ 10
5 TeV:
these gravitinos end up as out–of–equilibrium LSP relics,
whoever the LSP is. In the third band superheavy grav-
itinos live: they either decay into thermalised particles,
and contribute nothing to non–thermal relics abundances
today, or decay into lighter KK modes, increasing their
abundances and tightening the constraints following from
non–thermal gravitinos. The fourth band, which overlaps
the second, and possibly also the first one, is the band for
which gravitino decays affect BBN: this band may admit
less freedom for the parameters of the models, and goes
approximately from 100 GeV to 30 TeV.
We wish now to generalise the previous discussion al-
lowing for an epoch of non–standard expansion, which
would have taken place after TR but before BBN. The
Friedmann equation is given by (5). The n–th mode
abundance is thus given by (again the gluino term in
the cross section is neglected):
Y n3/2 ≃ 10
−19
(
TR
TeV
)
2F1[
1
4
,
1
2
;
5
4
;−
(
TR
T∗
)4
]
≃ 3 · 10−19
(
T∗
TeV
)
, (15)
where F is the Gauss Hypergeometric function, and the
last step implies TR ≫ T∗. This equation basically means
that gravitinos are mainly produced around T∗, regard-
less of TR as long as it is much bigger than T∗ itself. This
is the result obtained for the zero mode in [14].
2 The next–to–LSP (NLSP) mentioned here is not the first KK
gravitino, but the lightest non–gravitino MSSM particle.
A. Flat extra dimension
Since all the gravitinos with masses lighter than T∗
are produced in the amount predicted by (15), while the
production of heavier ones is strongly suppressed, the
total gravitino abundance will be given by
Y tot3/2 ≃ 10
−3 T
2
∗
M4∆m
≃ 10−4 , (16)
where the last equality follows from (9) and is valid for a
flat fifth extra dimension. This is the first central result:
it is straightforward to conclude that KK gravitinos and
the non–standard expansion epoch are not compatible
with each other, the only possible way out being that all
of the KK masses lie outside the range for which grav-
itinos are constrained by overclosure or BBN, but this
seems unrealistic since it would require fine tuning of the
zeroth mass together with T∗.
This can be seen in another way: the available number
of KK states, inversely proportional to T 2
∗
, grows faster
than the amount which can be cut away by lowering T∗
itself. Thus, once a small T∗ is taken, as demanded by the
zeroth gravitino bound, many KK states would become
available below that temperature, which would require a
further step downwards for T∗, which in turn implies even
more KK states available, and so on. There is no value
for M5 for which a safe enough amount of gravitinos is
produced. This is entirely due to the relation between T∗
and ∆m.
For instance, had the transition temperature been cho-
sen around 105 TeV, as imposed by the zeroth gravitino
constraint, the mass gap would have been around 3 ·10−5
TeV, which means an enormous number (about 109) of
KK states available at that temperature.
B. Warped extra dimension
In this case one could hope that since the mass gap
depends on two unknown parameters there will be some
parameters space for which the conclusion of the previous
section could be evaded. However, despite this fact, un-
less the gravitino zeroth mass and the temperature scales
on the scene are finely tuned, there is still no way one can
get rid of the too many KK gravitinos.
In the warped case the mass gap is given by (12), and
the overall amount of gravitinos becomes
Y tot3/2 ≃ 10
−3 T
2
∗
M4∆m
≃
10−3
F (kR)
. (17)
One can easily see that this case is not better than
the previous one, since the function 1/F (kR) is al-
ways bigger than approximately 2.5. This means that
Y tot3/2 > 3 · 10
−3, which is of course too much. If the
zeroth gravitino constraint is imposed one would find
∆m/TeV ≃ 10−5F (kR) . 3 · 10−6: tons of KK states
are available in this scenario as well.
5C. On KK gravitons
Up to now the focus has been mainly on gravitinos.
It is quite natural to wonder whether similar conclusions
could be deduced by considering gravitons alone, whose
better known properties furnish more reliable grounds for
discussing BBN constraints [16].
In ADD–like models, KK graviton interactions are
1/M24 suppressed, so, the corresponding lifetime is basi-
cally the same of KK gravitinos of equal mass, as long as
we are not dealing with gravitino–goldstino states. How-
ever, since the graviton zero mode is massless and gravi-
tons are not supersymmetric particles (and thus they
have not a corresponding graviton R–parity), only those
whose masses lie within 100 GeV ÷ 30 TeV are useful.
Indeed, heavier gravitons provide essentially no bounds,
because their decay can not affect BBN or produce stable
and dangerous relic particles. Concerning lighter graviti-
nos, only fairly weaker constraints can be deduced from
BBN and CMBR, because their decay could spoil BBN
predictions and/or produce distortions of the CMBR
spectrum. Nevertheless, KK gravitons in the mass range
100 GeV ÷ 30 TeV should suffice, that is, KK gravitons
and non–standard expansion in ADD–like models are not
compatible as well.
The situation is completely different in RS–like models,
as here KK graviton wavefunctions are peaked on “our”
brane, so they interact much more strongly. In this case
KK gravitons could thermalise, and no relevant bounds
would be obtained. Of course if some modes do not reach
thermal equilibrium, they would be able to constrain the
reheating (or transition) temperature, even though these
limits are expected to be much more shallow than what
has been obtained here.
So, to conclude with a single statement: KK gravitinos
and non–standard expansion cannot be arranged at the
same time without upsetting, in particular, BBN, and
this conclusion is definitive only when KK gravitinos (in
addition to KK gravitons) are considered explicitly.
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered the phenomenology of toy models
where supergravity is realised and subsequently broken
in an extra dimensional setup, and we studied the cos-
mology of KK gravitino states which arise in that case.
The most relevant conclusion is that, unless a consider-
able fine tuning between masses and parameters of the
extra dimensional model is required, it is not possible to
allow for an epoch of non–standard expansion and, at the
same time, avoid KK gravitino overproduction. This is
true for both flat and warped extra dimensional models,
as long as there is at least one weakly interacting tower
of KK gravitinos.
As far as high (O(100) GeV or more) temperatures are
concerned, these results are relatively general, as they do
not rely on ±1/2 states which are significantly model–
dependent. In regard to light KK gravitinos, general
predictions are rather difficult to be made, since there
is not a complete model of supersymmetry in extra di-
mensions.
Importantly, similar bounds coming from the KK
tower of gravitons are not so tight. First of all, KK
gravitons, if weakly interacting, provide constraints only
if they decay after BBN, that is, only for a given range
of masses, whereas KK gravitinos would produce stable
particles (LSP) and must be demanded to not exceed the
observed amount of cosmological dark matter. Secondly,
in warped models KK gravitons interact strongly and in
the early universe they thermalise, while KK gravitinos
should not. Thus, much stronger limits can be obtained
by investigating KK gravitinos cosmology, especially in
warped models.
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